
The Stories I hold...  
A Mother Tongue Practice
Find a time to be alone and in silence. Have your journal nearby, or you may prefer to 
record yourself speaking. It’s nice to have a candle lit or enact some small ceremony to 
enter into this work.  

Gather your wholeness. All four elemental bodies and ways of knowing - all voices of 
you. Just feel into how you would do this. What is your body/mind and soul asking of 
you to come into your wholeness. How does it make you feel? Simply notice the 
sensation of standing in the center of yourself, safe, secure, and aware.  

Take a few deep breaths.  

The following are categories or sections of your world that each carry distinct stories. 
These are the stories you’re telling yourself, and in doing so, they actively shape your 
world. As a leader, we are called to become awake and aware of the stories we hold.  

From your wholeness, without judgement, write down, call to mind, or express one or 
two stories that come up in regards to each category. These could be stories you have 
about the category, or stories you think “the other” (when applicable) may have about 
you.  

Example : For instance, my story about contemporary western society is that it is a 
cultural flatland. The story I believe society has about me is that I’m a woo woo hippie 
not to be taken seriously.  

Society  
Your Country Peer Group Industry/Vocation Family/Ancestral Sex/Sensuality 
Partnership  
Your Body 
Your Mind 
Your Imagination 
Your Emotions 
The Natural World (Wilds)  



When you’re complete, again without thinking overmuch, label each story either + or - : 
“good” or “bad”.  

Now, call your wholeness to you again. Feel well and deeply resourced from the inside 
out. You may call in what guides you know you have, or your higher intelligence - 
whatever you do to feel connected to source. Notice first your breath, and then your 
body sensation.  

I’d like you to go back to each story and feel as you call the story to mind whether your 
soul comes alive in the telling of the story (tingles, draws you in, gives you chills, rings 
“true”, feels dangerous but in a good way), or shuts you down (withers you, knocks 
your breath out, makes you feel tense etc...).  

Those stories that make you come alive are fuel for you, marching orders, or maybe 
just plain yummy. The stories that shut you down are a distraction away from your true 
purpose. They are incongruent with the dreaming of the earth.  

Take some time for reflection. You may notice here that sometimes even if a story is 
negative or “bad”, it makes you feel more alive. These stories often are a call to action. 
For example, in my experience of society as a cultural flatland, I come alive, and am 
drawn deeper into my sacred tasks.  

For those stories that shut you down, be sure you don’t react to them in a negative 
way. Know that these stories have kept you safe, and have served a purpose. Likely 
they have maintained your social identity when you needed that to be the case. Now 
you can choose to tell a new story if you find that vivifying.  

Be sure to write down or to move or the meditate upon all your stories. Then reflect on 
how the stories you are telling yourself relate to your own leadership capacities. Enjoy! 


